Super Ball 2018
World open Freestyle Football Championships
Freestyle football for a short period of its existence earned a big name among
sports. But it has never happened that one event brought together more than
300 players from around the world. Participants from all corners of the globe
will gather in Prague, Czech republic to measure their strength and skills.
Prague - Over 300 of the best players from around the world will show off their
skills right in the middle of the old continent. Craziest tricks, incredible
creations and endless respectable performance using only a football. All of
this can be seen at the end of August at athletic area of Slavia, Prague 10. All
big names in the development of Freestyle Football will share their
experiences and knowledge with present people.
Super Ball 2018 builds its fame on the previous years. World Freestyle
Football Association considers this event as the most prestigious tournament
for the global community. A professional jury consisting of the legends of the
sport, the best athletes of world class and more competitive disciplines
creates unique character of the entire tournament. Czech scene proves that it
has taken a leading position in development of the sport not only organization
wise but also on the field of competing. Czech Freestyle Football Association
(CFFA) will be represented by top athletes such as multiple Czech champion
Petr “Kari” Karasek and other young enthusiasts.
"Since I decided to get this sport to the next level, it's been 10 years. Not even
in a dream I have thought that I could ever hold tournament of such a format
as the European, World championship and now Super Ball. At the same time,
however, I regret that as the organizer of this event, I can not actively
participate and represent my country. This event will be remembered in
history as well as any tournament we have organized," says founder of Czech
Freestyle Football scene and tournament director Lukas Skoda, more known
as Lucaso. During final evening audience could see an exhibition
performances of other Freestyle sport artists. The organizers have joined
forces with production company PJ Art and promise that the tournament will
be one of the largest freestyle events.
The biggest attraction for the players and the audience is definitely the
presence of stars of World Freestyle Football scene. They will meet with
the illustrious names that are fighting over the high partitions each year.
It's especially the Norwegian racer who is collecting high ranking from
big tournaments over last 2 years Erlend Fagerli and defending World
champion Ricardinho from Brazil. These two will face strong
combinations of actual leader in global ranking Norwegian Erlend
Fagerli, the Japanese baller Yo Katsuyama, Colombian styler Boyka,
freestyle creative freestylers from Poland such as Luki or Michryc or
Super ball 2017 vice-champion unpredictable gamer Pedro Oliveira from
Brazil better known as Pedrinho.
Open World Championships will take 5 days, when Saturday evening top
players will compete in main disciplines on the Ovocny trh street, Prague 1 as
one of the busiest parts of Prague. Hosting double consisting from italian

passionate Lorenzo Pinciroli will provide amusing atmosphere during whole
evening. Kicking a football as you have never seen it before will be seen on
August 2018.
Super Ball 2018 - World open Freestyle Football Championships
WHEN? 25th August 2018 at 18:00
WHERE? Ovocny trh (Fruit market street), Prague 1, Czech republic
Number of Players: 300 - 4 competitions in final (16 players in battle, 5 in
routines, 5 in double routines and 4 female battle)
Expected number of visitors during final evening: 2000
Super Ball Disciplines:
Freestyle Battle (main competition) - two players with one ball show the best
they can to judges
Freestyle routine - a player for 2 minutes showing off his performance
synchronized to music
Female Battle - battle of female freestylers
Double routine - two players synchronize their performances or show together
combinations
Sick Three - competition for the best combination of 3 consecutive tricks
Challenge - for lovers of fast combinations players perform predetermined
tricks
Show Flow - competition for complete freestylers who control all aspects of
the sport
Iron Man – marathon in basic lower body combinations
Contact:
Lukas Skoda
Tournament Director
lucaso@freestylefootball.org
Mobile: +420 775 210 889
www.superball.name

